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or debarred, him friom the thing that he rwanted

our habitations]: e
%, being made indecl 1. makes in the interior of the earth, and covers over:
with fet-h for the termination because they arre (A'Obeyd, M:) and t the burrow, or hole, of the
10. [;,hl;- seems to signify He askedfor, o:r two nouns made one: (S:) Sb says that some aIf ',
&c.: and t the web of the spider: all, app.,
required, C., or 4, i. e. food: (see
mas being likened to the
- :' ) the Arabs make them [thus] indecl., like ,.i
of a man. (M.)_
_ic, and some maltke the former a prefixed nouin t A man's household. (9, Ii, TA.)_ t The wrife
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govecrning the latter in the gen. case, [sayinj g (AS, IAar, T, M, A) of a man. (M, A.) So in
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state:
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one says also, CEi l, and
meA." ) He as notfood. (A.)
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; (Fr, T ;) which last, or
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is [lHath old age altered me, or a wife ?]: (As, T:)
%t [signifies A tent; properly, having mor
or herc it means a housshold. ($.)__The nobility
the
original
form. (Har p. 353.)
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than one poe; but often applied without thi,
' of the Arabs; (T, MSb, V;*) as when one says,
restriction: and also a house; a chamber; as z ;I j 1 [lit. Such a one constructed a tent ore
r ui~; ~ s! x
[The nobility of Tene
apartmnt; a cloet; and the like]: a z is [a Ais wife,] means such a one had hisi rvife condnctec
is
in
the
to
sons
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of
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: (T, Myb:*) or the
ofhis
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and broighi
tent] of [goat'] hair (p),
(M, A, Mgh, MSb,
Jamilby
a
her,
that
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had
comprise
her
brought,
the
nobility
into
a
of a tribe; as
pitched tent, havin!
I,) or of wool: (Mgh:) a c
of hair [i. e.
conveyed
thither
the
utensils
and
furniture aniIl
hair-cloth] is that kind [of tent] which has more
J1 of thoe J<yj, and 2.I'jl Jiof the
than one pole: the word is mase.: and applies te other things that they required. (T.) And J d I. ..
nnd l1Jn joJJ l of the
an,
i;
small and large: (M:) tents of goats' hair are ;P1
U
[Thc people of thc house of the Prophct, ] which thrce were asserted by Ibn-EI-Kelbee to
peculiar to people of cold countries and of fertile I means the
Prophet's mives and his daughter anad be the highest of the families thus called of the
regions, where the goats have abundant hair; for
Arabs: (M:) [se a verse of EI-Lahabee cited
l )
,
tho goats of the Arab of the desert have short 'Alee: and so 4fI >,L [i. e.
,U,,(T, M,) the
hair, not long enough to be spun: (T in art. He means particularly,or peculiarly, the poopli voee .. 1:] pl. O and
. latter being pl. of the former. (T.) You say,
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the
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in
the
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xxxiii. 33: -- and yiu
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of wool or of hair:
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(M.) - It also signifies A [pavi.
q. v.]: (T:) Ibn-EI-Kelbee says that the Arab
C(Mgh.) You say, .._ c- 5~f Such a one is
lion, palace, or manson, such as is caUled] -:
the noble person (f his people. (Alu-l-'Omeythil
have six kinds of :,; namely, a 34, which is
(T, g:) whence the saying of Gabriel,
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house, (Mgh, ],) or that is suJicient for a tent
of treesm; an , of stone; and a J", of hair; pears,(T,TA,) orofemer~ (TA. [See alsoart.
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made of soft hair in the ]ur xxiv. 29, means buildings for the
(j),or of wool, or of hair [commonly so called] recption of travelUers, or for merchants and [my giving] furniture sJficient for a tent or
(A),
upon two poles, or three; and that a their goods, and the shops of the mercants, and hous, (A,) or furniture of a hose or tent.
of
C. is [a tent] upon sio polts, or mores, to the placet in whiclh things are sold, the entering oj (Mgh.) [See 1, last sentence.] _.A -e
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n~mber of nine: in the Towhee4 it is said that which is allowed by their owners: or ruins which poetry, (T, , M, M.b,) or of the poet, (.K,)
the term .,o is applied to a :. of any kind: a ma enters for the putpro
of easing nature. :[A verse; i.e.] whtat consist of certain known
(TA :) a ~ is also [a trNcture] of clay, or (M.) And the ;
which God bas permitted divrions [or feet] called J;._JI jq.1; being
toaglh or cohetsive clay or earth; (A, V;) [and to be raised, mentioned in the same chapter, termed metaphlorically, because of the conof baked bricks; and of ttone;] the name being verse 36, are Mosques, or places of worship: or, joining of its component parts, one to another, in
likewise applied to a structure of a lkind other accord. to El-llasan, Jerusaen (b,,j.1
a particular manner, like as those of a tent are
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than th structures whisch are caied a [or the pl. being applied to it as a mark of honour. conjoined in its construction; (MAb;) because it
tent]; (M;) signifying a habitation [of any (Zj, M.) 1J [The House] applies particularly consists of words collected togetiher in a regular
manner, and so resembles a tent, which is comkind; an abode; a dwlling]: (M#b:) a man's to theKaabeA [of Me#ek]; (i;) as also ^
posed of a
and .tus and ;j and o~:
house; syn. ,;i: (T:) [and larticularly a chamber; [the Houe of CGod]; (AAP, M;) and J.l
(T:) it is derived from the same word signifying
i. e.] a single roofed structure(Mgh, Kull) having
.. !p.JI [the Sacred House]; (T;) and .. Il
a L. [or tent], and applies to the small and the
a place of entrance; JjY being applied to what
JejI [the Ancient House]; (f and ] &c. in great, as
the j; and the J
comprises more than one [such] ;t, and a roofed
; and is [said to
rt. ;;5;) and accord. to some, j_a
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be] thus called because it comprises words like as
_ [or vacant part, and a kitchen, inhabited
q. v. (Bd in lii. 4.) [JilQ
, signifies Thte the tent comprises its inhabitants; wherefore
by a man with his family]; and jli, to that which
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and more
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than one [such] Juff' and a [court, or]
andl .3i1 of tents:
_
for the purposed of ablution: also called
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without a roof: (Kull :) the pl. is 0~ , (, M,
(M:) pl. Ž.e~ and ,.,
(M, A, Msb,) the latter
&c.] - Also t The arh of Noah: so in the 15ur mentioned by Sb and IJ, (M,) [but rare,] and
X, &c.,) ablso pronounced
J, (TA,) and
, lxxi. last verse. (T.)_SA grave; (M,IAth,B;)
(., M, V,) dthe latter a pl. of pauc.; (TA;) miand
[pl. pl.] z.d:
(A:) Abu-l-H.asan says that if
app. by way of comparison. (M.) o80
in a trad.
the % of poetry be likened to the
which is
p!. pl. ,1.,] (M, Mgh, g) and -Af (8b, C, of Aboo-Dharr: ,I.
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a tent or other kind of structure, there is no reason
M, ]) and
:ljl',(Fr, M, g,) which last is
ie.o4M 4 ,;
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meaning How milt thou do why it should not have the same pl. forms as the
extr.: (M:) the dim. is tV , also pronounced when men
shall die so that the grave shall be sold latter has. (L.) By the following words of a poet,
t -;
(~, ] ;) and the vulgar say, ',
(s,) for the [eroant-] boy? (IAth.)_-t The habitawhich is not allowable. (1].) You say, Ljq4.
tion ofthe " , which it constructs in a beautiful
C,
t
(T, ?, M,) re t my neighbor [tent manner, (A'Obeyd, M,) of fragments of sticks;
to tent, or Aoue to houe, i. e.,] by co~igtuity [of (YaiFoob,M;) ind of the i;
e which it [Mfany a s upon the bach of the camel have 1
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